Word Study Strategies

Which word study strategy is the student using to figure out an unknown word?

1. ________________  Sentence: *Jan will stay with me.*
   Alicia: “That looks like *day*. It must be *stay*.”

2. ________________  Sentence: *Where do we go?*
   Jamal: “/www/, oh, that’s a word wall word; *where*.”

3. ________________  Sentence: *He put the napkin in his lap.*
   Manuel: “nap/kin; *napkin*”

4. ________________  Sentence: *I can sit.*
   Tiffany: “/ssiiiiit/, *sit*.”

5. ________________  Sentence: *How helpful for you to clean up your room!*
   Corey: “I see *help* and -*ful*, so it’s *helpful*.”

6. ________________  Sentence: *Sam washes the dishes.*
   Rebecca: “/w/-/a/-/sh/; Sam *washes* the dishes.”
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